
5 Major Types of Memos with Examples 

 
Each phase of life requires the utilization of various specialized devices to pass information or 
contemplations on to others in a helpful and thorough way. At the school or secondary school level, the 
means of correspondence incorporate passing notes or utilizing texting platforms. Inside correspondence at 
the business level, then again, is vigorously dependent on memos. Memos are utilized to convey little 
informational messages that are brief and compelling as well as a smidgen more formal, like sending a text 
or giving notes to offer your viewpoints. 

 

 

 
In the event that you are a business understudy, you will without a doubt be doled out a few memo 
composing projects since your teacher should set you up for true activity. You could imagine memo 
composing as a troublesome undertaking at present yet trust me when I say it gets significantly more 
straightforward with a touch of learning and practice. In the event that you are an accomplished professional 
essay writer, you will experience no difficulty creating this paper too. Understudies who comprehend how to 
sort out a piece of composing and shift tones find it simpler to make different kinds of memos. 

 

 

 
A typical mix-up that understudies make in their memo-composing assignments isn't understanding the kind 
of memo that is fitting to their assignment. This slip-up is a consequence of an absence of comprehension of 
memo types. On the off chance that you are someone who likewise commits this normal error, this post is 
for you. You can likewise ask help from online essay writer for additional assistance. Five significant kinds of 
memos that you really want to find out going to expert your memo-composing assignments are examined 
exhaustively underneath alongside guides to assist you with effectively recognizing among them. 

 
Five Significant Kinds of Memos 

 

 

 
Before we dig into the various sorts of memos, it is vital to mention here that every one of the kinds vary in 
view of their motivation and crowd significantly. 

 

 

 
1. Demand Memo 

 

 
On the off chance that the name of this memo doesn't as of now offer it then, at that point, let me let you 
know that this sort of memo is composed with an aim to get a good reaction against some solicitation. A 
solicitation memo is to be composed convincingly in the event that you maintain that its motivation should 
be accomplished. 
In a solicitation memo, the solicitation ought to be obviously expressed and the explanations behind the 

solicitation should be addressed too. It is better that you offer some realities to help your account as well as 
to add weightage to your solicitation. Remembering recommended activity for your solicitation is likewise an 
incredible approach to guaranteeing that your solicitation is seen as expected. 

 

 

 
An illustration of a solicitation memo would be a memo kept in touch with a director for subsidizing of a 
venture would come under this sort of memo. In the memo, you would incorporate your venture subtleties 
and lay out its possibility, and afterward demand reserves. 

 

 

 
2. Thoughts/Idea Memo 
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As the name of the memo implies, this memo is composed to convey your contemplations or ideas on a 
specific matter. In a corporate setting, chiefs request that their subordinates t give their ideas to handle 
explicit circumstances frequently. A memo composed by a worker to recommend ways of conquering issues 
is viewed as a thought/idea memo. 
An illustration of this sort o memo would be a memo kept in touch with a supervisor to give ideas for 

decreasing worker turnover and non-attendance. 

This sort of memo is normally normal in scholastic assignments as well as it empowers teachers to dissect 
the decisive abilities to reason of an understudy alongside memo-composing abilities. A little tip is to add 
realities and bits of proof to back up your ideas as I used to do it too when I used to compose my essay 
which required forming an idea memo. Online essay writer generally assists with scoring high grades and 
meet my teacher's assumptions. 

 

 

 
3. Affirmation Memo 

 

 
This kind of memo is typically composed by an essay writer to affirm to their representatives that something 
has been consented to verbally. This memo contains every one of the critical subtleties of the agreements 
and mentions every one of the requests and targets. An affirmation memo likewise incorporates a part 
where workers are gotten some information about their criticism and are urged to pose inquiries to clear 
their misinterpretations in regards to the settled after setting. 

An illustration of an affirmation memo is the memo composed by a leader level official of an organization to 
affirm the employing of new staff for a specific department. 

 

 

 
4. Intermittent Report Memo 

 
This sort of memo is submitted intermittently like month to month, quarterly, or yearly by every department 
of an organization to fill higher management on key regions. These memos are planned in a standard fill-in 
form on which information or information can without much of a stretch be placed. 

 
An illustration of an intermittent report memo would be a month to month deals report produced by the 
team lead for higher management of the organization. 

 
5. Informal Review Result Memo 

 

 
The last memo is an informal review result memo that is composed with an aim to introduce information to 
the hierarchical work force which is not difficult to peruse and comprehend. 
An illustration of this kind of memo is a memo written to survey a client's grumbling. 

I genuinely want to believe that you find this guide accommodating and can recognize various kinds of 
memos whenever you are finished learning session every one of them. In the event that you actually find 
memo-composing troublesome, the choice of looking for help from an essay composing specialist 
organization, for example, "EssayWriterForMe" is generally open for you. Getting their assistance to further 
develop your abilities is not something to be ashamed of. 
Good luck with your future memo-composing assignments! Ideally, you will pro them all and outperform the 
assumptions for your teacher with little practice and lots of devotion. 
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